CENTER FOR STUDENT INCLUSIVENESS
OFFICE OF AFRICAN AMERICAN STUDENT INITIATIVES
BLACK HISTORY MONTH CELEBRATION

**07 SU 102**
CHAT & CHEW | 11:30AM
BLACK PORTRAYALS IN THE MEDIA
SPONSORED BY AASI AND NKU'S HISTORY DEPARTMENT

**07 BUDIG THEATER**
MELANATED MOVIE | 8PM
THE HATE YOU GIVE
SPONSORED BY APB & THE NATIONAL PAN-HELLENIC COUNCIL (NPHC)

**09 SU BALLROOM**
ALL WE DO IS STEP, STROLL & HOP | 6PM
JOIN RASHEED ALI CROMWELL ESQ.
FOR A VERY SPECIAL EXPERIENCE ABOUT THE CULTURE & TRADITIONS OF BLACK GREEK-LETTER ORGS! SPONSORED BY NPHC

**11 ZOOM**
BLACK LOVE IN THE MEDIA | 6PM
SPONSORED BY NORSE VIOLENCE PREVENTION. REGISTRATION REQUIRED

**14 SU 102**
CHAT & CHEW | 11:30AM
LOVE IS MORE THAN A 4-LETTER WORD
DEBUNKING MYTHS ABOUT EXPRESSING LOVE
SPONSORED BY AASI, COUNSELING, LGBTQ+ STUDENT INITIATIVES, & NKU'S HISTORY DEPARTMENT

**14 BUDIG THEATER**
MELANATED MOVIE | 8PM
42: THE JACKIE ROBINSON STORY
SPONSORED BY APB & AASI

**15 REC CENTER**
MOVEMENT IS MEDICINE
12:15PM
THE IMPORTANCE OF BEING PHYSICALLY ACTIVE
SPONSORED BY CAMPUS RECREATION & AASI

**16 SU 107 B/C**
BLACK IN BLUE | 6PM
SPONSORED BY THE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

**20 BUDIG THEATER**
CHAT & CHEW | 11:30 AM
I AM BLACK HISTORY (BE THE CHANGE)
SPONSORED BY AASI AND NKU'S HISTORY DEPARTMENT

**21 SU 102**
MELANATED MOVIE | 8PM
JUST MERCY
SPONSORED BY APB & AASI

**22 SU 109**
I AM BLACK HISTORY
6:22PM
SPONSORED BY SIGMA GAMMA RHO SORORITY, INCORPORATED

**22 SU 109**
COLLEGE STUDENT RIGHTS: PAST, PRESENT, & FUTURE | 11AM
SPONSORED BY STUDENT CONDUCT, RIGHTS, AND ADVOCACY

**24 ZOOM**
APRIL RYAN | 6:30 PM
WHITE HOUSE CORRESPONDENT WITH A UNIQUE VANTAGE POINT AS THE ONLY BLACK FEMALE REPORTER COVERING URBAN ISSUES SINCE THE BILL CLINTON ERA

**25 UC BALLROOM**
ULTIMATE BLACK FAMILY REUNION MIXER | 4:30PM
SPONSORED BY BLACK ALUMNI COUNCIL (BAC), BLACK FACULTY & STAFF ASSOCIATION (BFSA) & AASI. REGISTRATION REQUIRED

**28 SU 102**
CHAT & CHEW | 11:30AM
BLACK GIRL MAGIC
SPONSORED BY AASI AND NKU'S HISTORY DEPARTMENT

**28 BUDIG THEATER**
MELANATED MOVIE | 8PM
HIDDEN FIGURES
SPONSORED BY APB & THE WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH COUNCIL

JOIN THE CELEBRATION BY FOLLOWING & USING #NKUBHMCELEBRATION